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B&C



Meet Our E-Board!

Lahdan:

➢ Meeting 

Facilitator 

➢ Sophomore

➢ Benson Resident

➢ I’m a 12-year-old 

Vegetarian!

Payton:

➢ Event Planner

➢ Sophomore

➢ Cambridge 

Resident

➢ I’ve traveled to 4 

different 

countries!

Elise:

➢ Secretary

➢ Sophomore

➢ Cambridge 

Resident

➢ I have two Saint 

Bernards! 



Why we joined LIT:

We truly love being a part of something bigger than ourselves. 

We get to:

➢ Meet new people
➢ Put on fun events for our neighbors
➢ Think creatively and innovatively
➢ Bring different individuals together
➢ Provide a good time with and for one another



Why we are unique:

➢ Our complex is made up of all sophomore and older residents
○ This almost always means that we have all been through a year in the dorms, so the 

people that come to LIT have done it in the past and/or know what we stand for and 

want to do--and like it!

○ So around the same people come to each meeting, too, so we all have gotten to 

know each other rather well. 

○ However, when we do get newcomers, we are always very welcoming and hold 

icebreakers. 



Mug Cakes:

What: Make take-and-bake mug cakes 

When: Thursday, February 25th @7PM

Where: Cambridge  Lounge

Supplies: Flour, sugar, baking powder, milk, butter, vanilla extract, etc. (Julie’s recipe)



Why we chose this program:

➢ Something we haven’t seen yet!

➢ It can easily be done at home (or in your dorm)

➢ We provided a gluten-free option that one of the residents was very happy about. She told her RA 

how grateful she was, and even took a picture of the recipe! This brought us a lot of joy. It just goes 

to show that what might come across as small, can actually reassure what we do really touches 

people. 



Mask Decorating:

What: Decorate personalized masks 

When: Thursday, March 11th @7PM

Where: Benson Basement

Supplies: Surgical masks, paint, jewels, puffy paint, glitter



Why we chose this program:

➢ Something new!

➢ Everyone is experiencing the effects of the pandemic, and a majority of people are balancing a lot 

due to it. Our LIT decided to take on the pandemic, and try a unique and fun program to spark some 

excitement during these times. 

➢ It shows another way LIT can bring joy into student’s lives. 



Questions/Concerns/Comments?

 



Thanks for Listening!

LIT Meetings every other 
Monday @6 PM

Follow LIT On 
Instagram 
@bensoncambridge_lit              


